
Due no later than May 14, 2019  
 

Name ______________________ Douglas             10th H/G Newspaper Project Rubric 2019  
 
100 Word Theme introduction     _____ out of 10 
Introduces theme; no quotes; correct length (+/- ten words); 1st/3rd person; follows writing rules 
 
Narrative         _____ out of 10 
Correct length to cover beginning, middle, end; 1st/3rd person; follows writing rules; dialogue/ 
internal thoughts; imagery (5 senses); slow down time/flashback; setting; picture? More than 
100 words;  
 
Infographic        _____ out of 10 
clear information; neat/ legible;  related to theme; color; conveys information; explanation if 
needed; source        
 
Argumentative Writing/ Dear Editor     _____ out of 10 
Relates to them, 250 words, one issue, citable/credible; 1st POV; public event; call to action: 
issue from your lifetime; sign letter (2 lines max); personalization; following writing rules  
 
Reflection/ Dear Reader       _____ out of 10 
10th H/G – write a letter to the author/character from book about theme; 1st PR; sign letter (2 
lines max); include a quote from book; at least 100 words; polite; what you learned from book;  
 
Book Review         _____ out of 10 
review is clear and concise; book is related to the theme; supports opinion with evidence; 3rd 
person; includes a quote; punctuate correctly; picture; at least 100 words, title/ author; genre; 
summary; no spoilers; no opinion (like/don’t like)  
  
Shout out Page       _____ out of 10 
correct citations; acknowledgements; source each element; organize;      
 
Newspaper Format       _____ out of 10 
Masthead includes date and name; Quote reflects them, pictures have captions and identify 
type of picture; article placement, font sizes; at least 3 articles on front page;  no repeated info; 
legal size paper 8.5 by 14;   
 
Appearance        _____ out of 10 
Neat; well organized; well organized; visually appealing; no negative space; font sizes 
appropriate; all text is TNR or Arial; be consistent; balance between text and pictures;    
 
Titles         _____ out of 10 
Appropriate, 16/20 pt font; clear, concise; begins with subject (no articles: a, an, the); be 
consistent with size;     
 
Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling     _____ out of 10 
Follow Writing Packet Rules; proofread;     
  
 
   Total points   _________________  100 total points 


